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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt any Five questions. All questions

carry equal marks.
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8. (a) What is Bytecode verification ? Explain.

10

(b) Write short note on Digital Signatures.

10
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1. (a) What do you mean by Inheritance ?

Explain with an example. 10

(b) What is multithreading ? Also write how

it is useful. 10

2. (a) Write the procedure of connecting to the

server using TCP method. 10

(b) Write a program that outputs the host

name and numerical IP address for your

local host machine. 10

3. What is the concept of JDBC ? Also write a

program which retrieves name all the

employees stored in the table ‘employee’ from

the database ‘Company’ in alphabetical order.

20

4. (a) Briefly elaborate the architecture of RMI.

10

(b) Assume that the server's registry hold a

method sum() which takes two arguments

as input parameters and returns the result

as sum of the two input arguments. Write

code for client, server and interface

classes, where a client invokes the remove

method sum() present in the server's

registry, and passes two integer arguments

to this method and alternately gets the

results using RMI. 10

5. Write short notes on any two of the

following : 10+10

(a) Trees

(b) Tables

(c) Progress Indicators.

6. What is Rendering Pipeline ? Also explain the

concept of Clipboard and how it is used in

Drag and Drop ? 20

7. (a) What is the concept of Beans and how

they are useful in programming ? 10

(b) What are naming patterns for Bean

Components ? Also explain the properties

of Event Beans. 10
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